While recent progress has been achieved in understanding the structure and dynamics of social tagging systems, we know little about the underlying user motivations for tagging, and how they influence resulting folksonomies and tags. This paper addresses three issues related to this question: 1.) What distinctions of user motivations are identified by previous research, and in what ways is user motivation amenable to quantitative analysis? 2.) To what extent does tagging motivation vary across different social tagging systems? and 3.) How does variability in user motivation influence resulting tags and folksonomies? In this paper, we present measures to detect whether a tagger is primarily motivated by categorizing or describing resources, and apply these measures to datasets from seven different tagging systems. Our results show that a) users' motivation for tagging varies not only across, but also within tagging systems, and that b) tag agreement among users who are motivated by categorizing resources is significantly lower than among users who are motivated by describing resources. Our findings are relevant for 1) the development of tag-based user interfaces 2) the analysis of tag semantics and 3) the design of search algorithms for social tagging systems.
Introduction
Tagging typically describes the voluntary activity of users who are annotating resources with termsso called "tags" -freely chosen from an unbounded and uncontrolled vocabulary (cf. [1, 2] ). Social tagging systems have been the subject of research for several years now. An influential paper by Mika [3] describes, for example, how social tagging systems can be used for ontology learning. Other work has studied the evolution of folksonomies over time, such as Chi and Mytkowicz [4] . Further studies focused on using tags for a variety of purposes, including the use of tags for web search [5, 6] , ranking [7] , taxonomy development [8] , and other tasks.
However, our understanding of folksonomies is not yet (nor could it be) mature. A question that has recently attracted the interest of the semantic web community is whether the properties of tags in tagging systems and their usefulness for different purposes can be assumed to be a function of the taggers' motivation or intention behind tagging [9] . If this was the case, users' motivation for tagging would have broad implications for the design of useful algorithms such as adapting tag recommendation techniques and user interfacesfor social tagging systems. In order to assess the general usefulness of algorithms that aim to, for example, capture knowledge from folksonomies, we would need to know whether these algorithms produce similar results across different user populations driven by different motivations for tagging. Recent research already suggests that different tagging systems afford different motivations for tagging [9, 10] . Further work presents anecdotal evidence that even within the same tagging system, motivation for tagging between individual users may vary greatly [11] . Given these observations, it is interesting to study whether and how the analysis of user motivation for tagging is amenable to quantitative investigations, and whether folksonomies and the tag semantics they contain are influenced by different tagging motivations.
Tagging motivation has remained largely elusive until the first studies on this subject have been conducted in 2006. At this time, the work by Golder and Huberman [1] and Marlow and Naaman [2] have made advances towards expanding our theoretical understanding of tagging motivation by identifying and classifying user motivation in tagging systems. Their work was followed by studies proposing generalizations, refinements and extensions to previous classifications [9] . An influential observation was made by Coates [12] and elaborated on and interpreted in [2] and [9] . This line of work suggests that a distinction between at least two fundamental types of user motivation for tagging is important:
Categorization vs. Description: On one hand, users who are motivated by categorization view tagging as a means to categorize resources according to some shared high-level characteristics. These users tag because they want to construct and maintain a navigational aid to the resources for later browsing. On the other hand, users who are motivated by description view tagging as a means to accurately and precisely describe resources. These users tag because they want to produce annotations that are useful for later searching. This distinction has been found to be important because, for example, tags assigned by describers might be more useful for information retrieval (because these tags focus on the content of resources) as opposed to tags assigned by categorizers, which might be more useful to capture a rich variety of possible interpretations of a resource (because they focus on userspecific views on resources).
In this paper, we are adopting the distinction between categorizers and describers to study the following three research questions: 1) How can we measure the motivation behind tagging? 2) To what extent does tagging motivation vary across different social tagging systems? and 3) How does tagging motivation influence resulting folksonomies?
The overall contribution of this paper is threefold: first, our work presents measures capable of detecting the tacit nature of tagging motivation in social tagging systems. Secondly, we apply and validate these measures in the context of seven different tagging systems, showing that tagging motivation significantly varies across and even within tagging systems. Third, we provide first empirical evidence that at least one property of tags ("tag agreement") is influenced by users' motivation for tagging. By analyzing complete tagging histories of almost 4000 users from seven different tagging systems, to the best of our knowledge this work represents the largest quantitative cross-domain study on tagging motivation to date so far.
This article is organized as follows: first we review the state of the art of research on tagging motivation. Then, we introduce and discuss a number of ways to make tagging motivation in social tagging systems amenable to quantitative analysis. This is followed by a presentation of results from an empirical study involving nine datasets from seven different social tagging systems. Subsequently, we evaluate our measures by a combination of different strategies. Finally, we present evidence for a relation between the motivation behind tagging and the level of agreement on tags among users of tagging systems. Table 1 gives a chronological overview of past research focusing on user motivation in tagging systems to give an answer to what research was done in the past with regard to tagging motivation. The best known and most influential paper on surveying social tagging systems was done by Golder and Huberman [1] in which an early analysis of folksonomies is conducted. The authors investigate the structure of collaborative tagging systems and found regularities in user activity, tag frequencies, the used tags and other aspects of two snapshots taken from the Delicious system. This work was the first to explore user behavior in these systems and showed that users in Delicious exhibit a variety of different behaviors. Hammond et al. [10] were the first to conduct early analyses of folksonomic systems. The authors examined nine different social bookmarking platforms such as CiteULike, Connotea 1 , Delicious, Flickr and others. In this work two dimensions of tagging methodology are differentiated: tag creation and tag usage. Coates [12] hypothesizes two distinct tagging ap-proaches. The first approach treats tags as a replacement for folders. This way tags describe the category where the annotated resource belongs to. The other approach simply uses tags on resources which make sense to the user and characterize the resource in a detailed manner.
Related Work
Marlow et al. [2] show two high level types of categorization for motivation: organizational and social practices. The authors further elaborate a list of incentives by which users can be motivated. Examples are future retrieval where tags are used to make the resource easier to find by the annotator himself and contribution and sharing in which keywords are facilitated in order to create clusters of resources to make them retrievable by other users.
Xu et al. [13] created a taxonomy of tags for the creation of a tag recommendation algorithm. These five categories are: Content-based tags which give insight into the content or the categories of an annotated object (e.g. names, brands etc.) Context-based tags show the context under which the resource is stored (examples are: location, time, etc.) Attribute tags tell about properties of a resource. Subjective tags explain the user's opinion of a given resource. Organizational tags allow a user to organize her library.
[14] introduce a user-centered model for vocabulary evolution to answer the questions of how strongly a user's investment and habit as well as the community of a system influence tagging behavior. The authors combine the seven tag classes by [1] into three classes of their own: Factual Tags describe properties (like place, time, etc.) of the movie. Subjective Tags expressing users' opinions about the annotated movie. Personal Tags represent tags which are used to organize a user's library.
Further work by [11] focuses on the incentives users have when they utilize a social computing systems. By analyzing interviews conducted with twelve users from the Delicious system the authors the primary answers were the reuse of tags that were previously assigned to resources as well as the usage of terms a user expects to search on.
Heckner et al. [15] perform a comparative study on four different tagging systems (YouTube, Connotea, Delicious and Flickr) and observe differences in tagging behavior for different digital resources. General trends the authors identify were amongst others: photos are tagged for content and location. Videos are tagged for persons and scientific articles are tagged for time and task.
Several interesting observations can be made: first, Table 1 shows that a vast variety of categories for tagging motivation has been proposed in the past. While these categories give us a broad and multifaceted picture of user motivations in tagging systems, the total set of categories suffers from a number of potential problems, including overlap and incompleteness of categories, as well as differences in terms of coverage and scope. A common understanding, or even a stable set of approaches has yet to emerge. This suggests that research in this direction is still in an early stage. Secondly, we can observe that while earlier work focused on anecdotal evidence [12] and theory development [1] , empirical validation has become increasingly important. This is evident in the recent focus on interview-and survey-based research ( [2, 9, 11, 16, 17] ). At the same time the number of users under investigation increased from a single user (in 2005) up to several hundred in later work (2009). Third, to the best of our knowledge, no quantitative approaches for measuring tagging motivation exist; all previous research requires expert judgment to assess the appropriate category of tagging motivation based on observations, datasets, interviews or surveys. In a departure from past research, this paper sets out to explore quantitative measures for tagging motivation. Additional papers focused on other aspects of tagging, such as the development of tag classification taxonomies [18] or experimental studies on latent influences during tagging [19, 20] .
Tagging Motivation
Our study was driven by the desire to identify categories of tagging motivation that lend themselves to quantification. As we have discussed in the previous Section 2, most existing categories of tagging motivation are rather abstract and high level, and do not lend themselves naturally to quantification. For example, it is not obvious or selfevident how an automatic distinction between motivations such as self-expression [21] , enjoyment [16] or social-recognition [11] can be made. For these reasons, this paper focuses on a particularly promising distinction between categorizers and describers, inspired by Coates [12] and Heckner [9] and further refined and discussed in [22] . Several intuitions about this distinction (such as the kinds of tagging styles different types of users would adopt) make it a promising candidate for future investigations. Figure 1 illustrates this distinction with tag clouds [23] produced by a typical a categorizer vs. a typical describer.
While the example on the left illustrates that some categorizers even use special characters to build a pseudo-taxonomy of tags (e.g. fashion blog, fashion brand, fashion brand bags), what we see here is an extreme example. What separates categorizers from describers is the fact that they use tags as categories (often from a controlled vocabulary), as opposed to descriptive labels for the resource they are tagging. Details about this distinction are introduced next.
Using Tags to Categorize Resources
Users who are motivated by categorization engage in tagging because they want to construct and maintain a personal navigational aid to the resources (URLs, photos, etc) being tagged. This implies developing a limited set of tags (or categories) that is rather stable over time. The tags that are assigned to resources are regarded as an investment into a structure, and changing this structure is typically regarded to be costly to a categorizer (cf. [21] ). Resources are assigned to tags whenever they share some common characteristic important to the mental model of the user (e.g. 'photos', 'trip to Vienna' or 'favorites'). Because the tags assigned by categorizers are very close to the mental models of users, they can act as suitable facilitators for navigation and browsing.
Using Tags to Describe Resources
Users who are motivated by description engage in tagging because they want to appropriately and relevantly describe the resources being tagged. This typically implies an open set of tags, with a rather dynamic and unlimited tag vocabulary. Tags are not viewed as an investment into a tag structure, and changing the structure continuously is not regarded as costly. The goal of tagging is to identify those tags that match the resource best. Because the tags assigned are very close to the content of the resources, they can be utilized for searching and retrieval. Table 2 illustrates key differences between the two identified types of tagging motivation. While these two categories make an ideal distinction, tagging in the real world is likely to be motivated by a combination of both. A user might maintain a few categories while pursuing a description approach for the majority of resources and vice versa, or additional categories might be introduced over time. In addition, the distinction between categorizers and describers is not about the semantics of tagging, it is a distinction based on the motivation for tagging. One implication of that is that it would be perfectly plausible for the same tag (for example 'java') to be used by both describers and categorizers, and serve both functions at the same time. In other words, the same tag might be used as a category or a descriptive label.
So the function of each tag is determined by pragmatics (how tags are used) rather than semantics (what they mean). In that sense, tagging motivation presents a new and additional perspective on studies of folksonomies. Taking this new perspective allows for studying whether tagging motivation has an impact on tag semantics. For example, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the tags produced by describers are more descriptive than tags produced by categorizers. If this was the case, considering tagging motivation in studies focused on utilizing tags for information retrieval or ontology learning would benefit from knowledge about the users' motivation for tagging.
Methodology and Setup
In social tagging systems, the structure of data captured by tagging can be characterized by a tripartite graph with hyper edges. The three disjoint, finite sets of such a graph correspond to 1) a set of users u ∈ U 2) a set of objects or resources r ∈ R and 3) a set of annotations or tags t ∈ T that are used by users U to annotate resources R.
A folksonomy is thus a tuple F := (U, T, R, Y ) where Y is a ternary relation between those three sets, i.e. Y ⊆ U ×T ×R (cf. [3, 7, 24] ). A personomy F u of a user u ∈ U is the reduction of F to u [25] .
To study whether and how we can measure tagging motivation, and to what extent tagging motivation varies across different social tagging systems, we develop a number of measures and apply them to a range of personomies that exhibit different characteristics. We assume that understanding how an extreme describer would behave over time in comparison to an extreme categorizer helps in assessing the usefulness of measures to characterize user motivation in tagging systems.
In this work, we adopt a combination of the following strategies to explore the usefulness of the introduced measures: first we apply all measures to both synthetic and real-world tagging datasets. After that we analyze the ability of measures to capture predicted (synthetic) behavior. Finally, we relate our findings to results reported by previous work.
Assuming that the different motivations for tagging produce different personomies (different tagging behavior over time), we can use synthetic data from extreme categorizers and describers to find upper and lower bounds for the behavior that can be expected in real-world tagging systems.
Synthetic Personomy Data
To simulate behavior of users who are mainly driven by description, data from the ESP game dataset 2 was used. This dataset contains a large number of inter-subjectively validated, descriptive tags for pictures useful to capture describer behavior.
To contrast this data with behavior of users who are mainly driven by categorization, we crawled data from Flickr, but instead of using the tags we used information from users' photo sets. We consider each photo set to represent a tag assigned by a categorizer for all the photos that are contained within this set. The personomy then consists of all photos and the corresponding photo sets they are assigned to. We use these two synthetic datasets to simulate behavior of 'artificial' taggers who are mainly motivated by description and categorization.
Real-World Personomy Data
In addition to the synthetic datasets, we also crawled popular tagging systems. The datasets needed to be sufficiently large in order to enable us to observe tagging motivation across a large number of users and they needed to be complete because we wanted to study a user's complete tagging history over time -from the users first bookmark up to the most recent bookmarks. Because many of the tagging datasets available for research focus on sampling data on an aggregate level rather than capturing complete personomies, we had to acquire our own datasets. Table 3 gives an overview of the datasets acquired for this research. To the best of our knowledge, the aggregate collection of these datasets itself represents the most diverse and largest dataset of complete and very large personomies (>500 tagged resources, recorded from the user's first bookmark on) to date. The restriction a minimum of 500 tagged resources was set to capture users who have actively used the system. Because assessing tagging motivation for users who are active or less active in the system is a harder problem, we defer it to future work. However in the Section 7 we will see that measuring below 500 tagged resources might be feasible as well.
Acquiring this kind of data in itself represents a challenge. To give an example, from about 3.600 users on Bibsonomy, only˜100 users had more than 500 annotated resources according to a database dump made available at the end of 2008. The number of large and complete personomies acquired for this work totaled 3,986 users. The data was stored in an XML-based data schema to capture personomies from different systems in a uniform manner. This allows easy and consistent processing of statistical calculations. In the following, we briefly de-scribe the data acquisition strategies for selected datasets. The other datasets were acquired in a similar fashion.
• ESP Game: Because temporal order can be assumed to be of little relevance for describers, a synthetic list of users has been created by randomly selecting resources from the ESP game dataset in order to simulate personomy data. The same thresholds as for the Flickr and Bibsonomy datasets were used. A number of virtual user personomies were generated by randomly choosing sets of resources and corresponding descriptive tags from the available corpus of real-world image labeling data. An almost arbitrary large number of personomies can be generated with this approach.
• Flickr: Using Flickr's web page that shows recently uploaded photos, a list consisting of several thousand user ids has been gathered. Because on Flickr there is a photo limit of 200 for regular users (i.e. users without a premium account) only public accounts were considered during crawling. For all users in our list, we retrieved all stored photos that are publicly accessible. The lower bound of tagged resources in our dataset is 500. The upper bound of tagged resources was 4000. For the second dataset that focuses on Flickr sets data, the same thresholds have been applied. For users that satisfied our requirements, the complete tagged photo stream and / or the photos belonging to photo sets have been retrieved using the Flickr Rest API.
• Delicious: Starting from a set of popular tags, a list consisting of several thousand usernames that have bookmarked any URLs with those tags has been recursively gathered. Because there is a limit for public access of the stored bookmarks to the most recent 4,000 entries of a user, only users having fewer bookmarks were used for our analysis. The minimum number of resources for each user was 1,000. We acquired the complete personomy data for users satisfying these criteria.
• Bibsonomy: We used a database dump of about 3,600 Bibsonomy users (from the end of 2008) that was provided by the tagging research group at University of Kassel. The lower and upper bound for both datasets (bookmarks and publications) are the same as for Flickr. The bookmark and publication datasets have been extracted from the database dump and were directly encoded into the XML-based personomy schema.
Measuring Tagging Motivation
In the following, we develop and apply different measures that aim to provide useful insights into the fabric of tagging motivation in social tagging systems. The measures introduced below focus on statistical aspects of users' personomies only instead of using entire folksonomies. For each measure, the underlying intuition, a formalization and the results of applying the measure to our datasets are presented next.
Growth of Tag Vocabulary -M vocab
Intuition: Over time, the tag vocabulary (i.e. the set of all tags used in a users' personomy) of an ideal categorizer's tag vocabulary would be expected to reach a plateau. The rationale for this idea is that only a limited set of categories is of interest to a user mainly motivated by categorization. On the other hand, an ideal describer would not aim to limit the size of her tagging vocabulary, but would likely introduce new tags as required by the contents of the resources being tagged.
Description: A measure to distinguish between these two approaches would examine whether the cumulative tag vocabulary of a given user plateaus over time. Figure 2 , left-most column, depicts the growth of tag vocabulary over 3,000 bookmarks across the different tagging datasets used in our study. The differences between extreme describers (synthetic ESP game data in the top row) and extreme categorizers (synthetic Flickr sets data in the bottom row) is stark. Data from Delicious users (in the middle, left) shows that real word tagging behavior lies in between the identified extremes.
Discussion: What can be observed from our data is that, for example, categorizers in tagging systems do not start with a fixed vocabulary, but introduce categories over time. For the first bookmarks of users, M vocab exhibits only marginal differences between categorizers and describers, since not a huge variety of different behavior can be examined on the y-scale. For the other measures the variety is reflected immediately in the figures. In addition, tag ratio is influenced by the number of tags that users assign to resources, which can vary from user to user regardless of their tagging motivation. To address some of these issues, we will present more sophisticated measures that follow different intuitions about categorizers and describers next.
Orphaned Tags -M desc
Intuition: Categorizers would have a low interest in introducing orphaned tags, i.e. tags (or categories) that are only used for a single resource, and are then abandoned. Introducing categories of size one seems counterintuitive for categorizers, as it would prevent them from using their set of tags for browsing efficiently. On the other hand, describers would not refrain from introducing orphaned tags but would rather actively introduce a rich variety of different tags to resources so that re-finding becomes easier when searching for them later. Following this intuition, describers can be assumed to have a tendency to produce more orphaned tags than categorizers.
Description: The number of tags that are used only once within each personomy in relation to the total number of tags would be a simple measure to detect this difference in motivation. A more robust approach to measuring the influence of orphaned tags is described as follows:
We introduce a measure M desc that aims to capture ideal describer behavior based on orphaned tags. In the formula R(t) denotes the number of resources a tag t annotates. The measure ranges from 0 to 1, where a high value reflects a large number of tags that are used rarely. The threshold n for rare tags is derived from the individual users' tagging style, where t max is the most frequently used tag of the user. The M desc measure can be interpreted as the proportion of tags within the first percentile of the tag frequency histogram. It is more robust than a measure focusing on tags with f requency = 1 because it is not only influenced by those tags, but by its relation to the most popular tag of a given user. A high M desc value can be expected to indicate that the main motivation of a user is to describe the resources.
The second column from the left in Figure 2 shows that M desc (orphaned tags) indeed captures a difference between extreme describers (ESP Game on top) and extreme categorizers (Flickr photo sets on the bottom). Again, data from Delicious show a vast variety of different rates of orphaned tags, suggesting that user motivation varies significantly within this system. Discussion: The M desc ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 represents extreme categorizing behavior and 1 indicates extreme descriptive behavior. The resulting value gives insight into how a user re-uses tags in her library.
Tag Entropy -M cat
Intuition: For categorizers, useful tags should be maximally discriminative with regard to the resources they are assigned to. This would allow categorizers to effectively use tags for navigation and browsing. This observation can be exploited to develop a measure for tagging motivation when viewing tagging as an encoding process, where entropy [26] can be considered a measure of the suitability of tags for this task. A categorizer would have a strong incentive to maintain high tag entropy (or information value) in his tag cloud. In other words, a categorizer would want the tag-frequency distribution as equally distributed as possible in order for her to be useful as a navigational aid. Otherwise, tags would be of little use in browsing. A describer on the other hand would have little interest in maintaining high tag entropy as tags are not used for navigation at all.
Description: In order to measure the suitability of tags to navigate resources, we develop an entropy-based measure for tagging motivation, using the set of tags and the set of resources as random variables to calculate conditional entropy. If a user employs tags to encode resources, the conditional entropy should reflect the effectiveness of this encoding process. The measure uses a user's tags T u and her resources R u as input respectively:
The joint probability p(r, t) depends on the distribution of tags over the resources. The conditional entropy can be interpreted as the uncertainty of the resource that remains after knowing the tags. The conditional entropy is measured in bits and is influenced by the number of resources and the tag vocabulary size. To account for individual differences in users, we propose a normalization of the conditional entropy so that only the encoding quality remains. As a factor of normalization we can calculate the conditional entropy H opt (R|T ) of an ideal categorizer, and relating it to the actual conditional entropy of the user at hand. Calculating H opt (R|T ) can be accomplished by modifying p(r, t) in a way that reflects a situation where all tags are equally discriminative while at the same time keeping the average number of tags per resource the same as in the user's personomy. Based on this approach, we define a measure for tagging motivation by calculating the difference between the observed conditional entropy and the conditional entropy of an ideal categorizer put in relation to the conditional entropy of the ideal categorizer:
In Figure 2 the conditional tag entropy M cat is shown in the second column from the right. It captures the differences between the synthetic, extreme categorizers and describers well, evident in the data from the ESP game (top) and Flickr sets (bottom). Again, real world tagging behavior shows significant variation.
Discussion: Conditional Tag Entropy ranges from 0 for users that behave exactly like an ideal categorizer, and can reach values greater than 1 for extreme non-categorizing users. The resulting value is thus inversely proportional to users' encoding effectiveness. The results presented in Figure 2 show that Delicious users exhibit traits of categorizers to varying extent, with some users showing scores that we calculated for ideal categorizers (lower part of the corresponding diagram). Further, it can be seen that the M c at measure identifies users of the ESP game as extreme describers whereas users of the Flickr sets dataset are found to be extreme categorizers. An interesting aspect is that in the Delicious dataset users are included which outperform the extreme synthetic describers.
A Combination of Measures -M combined
The final proposed measure is a combination of both M desc and M cat because (i) these measure both capture assumptions about intuitions that we except to see in describers and categorizers and (ii) they are not dependent on tagging styles (such as the number of tags per resource) that might vary across describers and categorizers.
The right-most column of Figure 2 depicts the temporal behavior of M combined for the two synthetic datasets and the Delicious users.
Evaluation: Usefulness of Measures
The introduced measures have a number of useful properties: they are content-agnostic and languageindependent, and they operate on the level of individual users. An advantage of content-agnostic measures is that they are applicable across different media (e.g. photos, music and text). Because the introduced measures are language-independent, they are applicable across different user populations (e.g. English vs. German). Because the measures operate on an personomy level, only tagging records of individual users are required (as opposed to comparing a users' vocabulary to the vocabulary of an entire folksonomy). Figure 3 depicts M desc and M cat measures for all tagging datasets at |R u | = 500, i.e. at the point where all users have bookmarked exactly 500 resources. We can see that both measures identify synthetic describer behavior (ESP game, upper left) and synthetic categorizer behavior (Flickr photosets, lower right) as extreme behavior. We can use the synthetic data as points of reference for the analysis of real tagging data, which would be expected to lie in between these points of reference. The diagrams for the real-world datasets show that tagging motivation in fact mostly lies in between the identified extremes. The fact that the synthetic datasets act as approximate upper and lower bounds for real-world datasets is a first indication for the usefulness of the presented measures. We also calculated Pearson's correlation between M desc and M cat . The results presented in Figure 3 are encouraging because the measures were independently developed based on different intuitions and yet they are highly correlated. Figure 4 presents a different visualization for selected datasets to illustrate how tagging motivation varies within and across social tagging systems. Each row shows the distribution of users for a particular dataset according to M combined . Again, we see that the profiles of Delicious, Diigo and Movielens as well as other datasets largely lie in between these bounds. It can be seen that users from the Diigo system tend to be more driven by description behavior whereas users from Movielens seem to use their tags in a categorization manner. An interesting aspect that was not evaluated during our experiments was the influence on user interface characteristics on the behavior of users. The characteristic distribution of different datasets provides first empirical insights into the fabric of tagging motivation in different systems, illustrating a broad variety within these systems. Each row shows the distribution of users of a particular dataset according to the mean of the two measures M desc and M cat , binned into 5 equal bins in the interval [0..1]. From the diagram we can see that two profiles -the profiles for the two synthetic datasets -the ESP Game (back row) and the Flickr Photosets (second back row) -stand out drastically in comparison to all other datasets. While almost all users of the Flickr photoset dataset fall into the first bin indicating that this bin is characteristic for categorizers (second back row), almost all users of the ESP Game fall into the fifth bin indicating that this bin is characteristic for describers (back row). Using this data as a point of reference, we can now characterize tagging describermotivation in the profiles of the remaining datasets. The profiles of Flickr tags, Delicious and Bibsonomy largely lie in between these bounds, and thereby provide insights into the fabric of tagging motivation in those systems.
In addition, we want to evaluate whether individual users that were identified as extreme categorizers / extreme describers by M combined were also confirmed as such by human subjects. In our evaluation, we asked one human subject (who was not related to this research) to classify 40 exemplary tag clouds into two equally-sized piles: a categorizer and a describer pile. The 40 tag clouds were obtained from users in the Delicious dataset, where we selected the top20 categorizers and the top20 describers as identified by M combined . The inter-rater agreement kappa between the results of the human subject evaluation and M combined was 1.0. This means the human subject agrees that the top20 describers and the top20 categorizers (as identified by M combined ) are good examples of extreme categorization / description behavior. The tag clouds illustrated earlier (cf. Figure 1) were actual examples of tag clouds used in this evaluation.
Finally, it is interesting to investigate the minimum number of tagging events that is necessary to approximate a users' motivation for tagging at Table 4 : Classification results for <500 resources according to the M combined measure on the delicious dataset. The identified user behavior at 500 resources was used as a ground truth for the previous steps.
0 100 200 300 400 Correctly identified user behavior  50  77  84  90  91  Incorrectly identified user behavior 50  23  16  10  9 later stages. Figure 5 shows that for many users, M combined provides a good approximation of users'
tagging motivation particularly at early phases of a user's tagging history. This knowledge might help to approximate users' motivation for tagging over time. In Table 4 , we show the classification accuracy of our approach using the classification of users at 500 resources as our ground truth. Our results provide first insights into how reducing the number of required resources might influence classification accuracy. The results presented suggest that using 100 instead of 500 tagged resources would introduce 23 false classifications. However, more work is required to address this question in a more comprehensive way.
Other Potential Measures
The three introduced measures for tagging motivation were developed independently, using different intuitions. While the growth of the tag vocabulary is a measure that can be regarded to be influenced by many latent user characteristics (e.g. the rate of tags/resource), M desc and M cat are intended to normalize behavior and account for individual differences of tagging behavior not related to tagging motivation. M desc was motivated by the intention to identify describer behavior while M cat was motivated by the intention to identify categorizer behavior. For M desc and M cat , small values (close to 0) can be seen as indicators for a tagging behavior mainly motivated to categorize resources and high values can be seen as an indicator for describers.
Other ways of measuring user motivation include tapping into the knowledge contained in resources themselves or relating individual users' tags to tags of the entire folksonomy. To give an example:
A conceivable measure to identify describers would calculate the overlap between the tag vocabulary and the words contained in a resource (e.g. a URL or scientific paper), as proposed by [27] . According to our theory, tags produced by describers would be expected to have a higher vocabulary overlap than the ones of categorizers. One problem of such an approach is that it would rely on resources being available in the form of textual .500] for 100 random users obtained from the delicious dataset. The 100 users are split into two equal halves at |Ru| = 500 according the the corresponding measure, with the upper half colored red (50 describers) and the lower half colored blue (50 categorizers). Due to our particular approach, it is obvious that all measures exhibit perfect separation at |Ru| = 500, but M combined (right) appears to exhibit faster convergence and better separability in early phases of a user's tagging history, especially for small |Ru| (such as |Ru| < 50).
data, which limits its use to tagging systems that organize textual resources and prohibits adoption for tagging systems that organize photos, audio or video data.
Another measure might tap into the vocabulary of folksonomies: if a user tends to use tags that are frequently used in the vocabulary of the entire social folksonomy, this might serve as an indicator for her to be motivated by description, as she orients her vocabulary towards that of the crowd consensus. If she does't, this might serve as an indicator for Categorization. Problems of such an approach include that it is a) language dependent, and b) it requires global knowledge of the vocabulary of a folksonomy.
By operating on a content-agnostic, user-specific and language-independent level, the measures introduced in this paper can be applied to the tagging records of a single user, without the requirement to crawl the entire tagging system or to have programmatic access to the resources that are being tagged.
Influence on Tag Agreement
Given that tagging motivation varies even within social tagging systems, we are now interested in whether such differences influence resulting folksonomies. We can assert an influence if folksonomies primarily populated by categorizers would differ from folksonomies primarily populated by describers in some relevant regard. We investigate this question next.
In order to answer this question, we selected the Delicious dataset for further investigations. This was done for the following reasons: firstly the dataset exhibits a broad range of diverse behavior with regard to tagging motivation. Secondly, Delicious is a broad folksonomy 3 allowing multiple users to annotate a single resource and therefore generating a good coverage of multiply tagged documents. Other datasets represent narrow folksonomies -such as flickr -where most resources are tagged by a single user only, or do not exhibit sufficient overlap to conduct meaningful analysis.
To explore whether tagging motivation influences the nature of tags, we split the Delicious user base into two groups of equal size by selecting a threshold of 0.5514 for the M combined measure: the first group is defined by users who score lower than the threshold. We refer to this group as Delicious categorizers from now on. The second group is defined as the complementary set of users, with an M combined greater than 0.5514. We refer to this group as Delicious describers. This allows us to generate two separate tag sets for each of the 500 most popular resources contained in our dataset, where one tag set is constructed by Delicious describers and the other by Delicious categorizers. For each tag set, we can calculate tag agreement, i.e. the number of tags that k percent of users agree on for a given resource.
We define agreement on tags in the following way:
3 http://www.vanderwal.net/random/entrysel.php? blog=1635
In this equation U t denotes the number of users that have a resource annotated with the tag t and U r represents the number of users that have the resource in their library. |T a | describes the number of tags that k percent of users agree on. We restrict our analysis to |U t | > 3 to avoid irrelevant high values of tag agreement when only few users are involved. From a theoretical point of view, we can expect that describers would achieve a higher degree of agreement compared to categorizers, as describers focus on describing the content of resources. This is exactly what can be observed in our data. Table 6 shows that among the 500 most popular resources in our dataset, describers achieve a significantly higher tag agreement than categorizers ('describer wins' in the majority of cases). For k=30% we can see that describers win in 94.2% of cases (471 out of 500 resources), categorizers win 1% of cases (5 resources) and 4.8% of cases (24 resources) are a tie. Other k produce similar results. We have conducted similar analysis on the CiteULike dataset, which has a much smaller number of overlapping tag assignments, and therefore is less reliable. The results from this analysis is somewhat conflicting -further research is required to study the effects more thoroughly. However, we believe that our work has some important implications: the findings suggest that when considering the users' motivation for tagging, not all tags are equally meaningful.
Depending on a researcher's task, a researcher might benefit from focusing on data produced by describers or categorizers only. To give an example: for tasks where high tag agreement is relevant (e.g. tag-based search in non-textual resources), tags produced by describers might be more useful than tags produced by categorizers. In related work, we showed that the emergent semantics that can be extracted from folksonomies are influenced by our distinction between different motivations for tagging (categorizers vs. describers) [28] .
Limitations
Our work focuses on understanding tagging motivation based on a distinction between two categories, i.e. categorization vs. description, and
does not yet deal with other types of motivations, such as recognition, enjoyment, self-expression and other categories proposed in the literature (cf. [16, 17, 29, 18] ). Future work should investigate Because we distinguish between describers and categorizers based on observing their tagging behavior over time, a minimum number of resources per user is required to observe sufficient differences. In our case, we have required a |R u | min of 500 respectively 1, 000 resources. In some tagging applications, this requirement is likely to be too high (e.g. youtube.com). However, from our data -especially from our analysis presented in Figure 5 -we feel that measuring tagging motivation for |R u | < 500 appears feasible as well, but the introduced measures might produce results that are of lower accuracy, making analysis of tagging motivation more challenging. While we regard this issue to be important, we leave it to future work.
Furthermore, all analyses on "real" social tagging datasets conducted in this work focused on analyzing publicly available tagging data only -private bookmarks are not captured by our datasets. To what extent private bookmarks might influence investigations of tagging motivation remains an open question.
Contribution and Conclusions
The contribution of this paper is twofold: firstly the paper presents the first thorough literature survey on the topic of tagging motivation. Secondly, we show a preliminary study presenting measures for approximating tagging motivation. This paper presented results from a large empirical study involving data from seven different social tagging datasets. We introduce and apply an approach that aims to measure and detect the tacit nature of tagging motivation in social tagging systems. We have evaluated the introduced measures with synthetic datasets of extreme behavior as points of reference, via a human subject study and via triangulation with previous findings. Based on a large sample of users, our results show that 1) tagging motivation of individuals not only varies across but also significantly within social tagging systems, and 2) that users' motivation for tagging has an influence on resulting tags and folksonomies. By analyzing the tag sets produced by Delicious describers and Delicious categorizers in greater detail, we showed that agreement on tags among categorizers is significantly lower compared to agreement among describers. These findings have some important implications:
Usefulness of Tags: Our research shows that users motivated by categorization produce fewer descriptive tags,and that the tags they produce exhibit a lower agreement among users for given resources. This provides further evidence that not all tags are equally useful for different tasks, such as search or recommendation. Rather the opposite seems to be the case: to be able to assess the usefulness of tags on a content-independent level, deeper insight into users' motivation for tagging is needed. The measures introduced in this paper aim to illuminate a path towards understanding user motivation for tagging in a quantitative, content-agnostic and language-independent way that is based on local data of individual users only. In related work, the introduced distinction between categorizers and describers was used to demonstrate that emergent semantics in folksonomies are influenced by the users' motivation for tagging [28] . However, the influence of tagging motivation on other areas of work, such as taxonomy learning from tagging systems [30] , simulation of tagging processes [31] or tag recommendation [32] , remains to be studied in future work.
Usage of Tagging Systems: While tags have been traditionally viewed as a way of freely describing resources, our analysis reveal that the motivation for tagging across different real world social tagging systems such as Delicious, Bibsonomy and Flickr varies tremendously. Our analysis corroborates previous qualitative research and pro-vides first quantitative evidence for this observation. Moreover, our data shows that even within the same tagging systems the motivation for tagging varies strongly. Our research also highlights several opportunities for designers of social tagging systems to influence user behavior. While categorizers could benefit from tag recommenders that recommend tags based on their individual tag vocabulary, describers could benefit from tags that best describe the content of the resources. Offering users tag clouds to aid the navigation of their resources might represent a way to increase the proportion of categorizers, while offering more sophisticated search interfaces and algorithms might encourage users to focus on describing resources.
Studying the extent to which the motivation behind tagging influences other properties of social tagging systems such as efficiency [4] , structure [33] , emergent semantics [34] or navigability [35] represent interesting areas for future research.
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